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Ceratizit Group highlights sector specialisms at
Farnborough
Ceratizit Group is exhibiting at Farnborough International Airshow (HALL
1 stand 112) where it will be showing selections of its exceptional hard
material products that are employed in cutting tool and wear protection
applications. The Ceratizit Group encompasses for key brands: Cutting
Solutions by CERATIZIT, Klenk, Komet and WNT, who together are at the
forefront of cutting tool technology. The Group has a strong industry
sector focus with aerospace being an area in which it excels

The Ceratizit Group operates globally, with its 9000 employees working across
34 manufacturing plants and 70 sales offices. This depth allows it to combine
knowledge and deliver optimum cutting tool solutions tailored to specific
industries and applications. The focus at Farnborough will be on the latest cutting
tool developments for the aerospace sector, these include cutters such as the
MaxiMill HFC-TUR milling system, which is allowing much higher productivity in
the machining of turbine blades. Similarly, the new 3D Finish solid carbide end
mills (in conjunction with Open Mind’s hyperMILL MAXX Machining CAD CAM
software) are delivering significant cycle time savings on airframe components of
up to 90 per cent, at the same time ensuring improved surface quality.
“The Ceratizit Group combines to bring the best in the world of cutting tool and
wear products to specific sectors of manufacturing industry. Farnborough
International Airshow is the perfect opportunity for the Group to highlight the
depth of knowledge it has in the aerospace sector, where we can work together
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with customers to ensure higher productivity and reduced manufacturing costs,”
says Tony Pennington Managing Director CERATIZIT UK & Ireland Ltd.

Attachments:

Ceratizit Group will highlight its depth of knowledge in the machining of aerospace
components at Farnborough International Airshow.
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CERATIZIT – passion and pioneering spirit for carbides
For over 95 years, CERATIZIT has been a pioneer developing exceptional
hard material products for cutting tools and wear protection. The privately
owned company, based in Mamer, Luxembourg, develops and
manufactures highly specialised carbide cutting tools, inserts and rods
made of hard materials as well as wear parts. The CERATIZIT Group is
the market leader in several wear part application areas, and successfully
develops new types of carbide, cermet and ceramic grades which are used
for instance in the wood and stone working industry.
With over 9,000 employees at 34 production sites and a sales network of
over 70 branch offices, CERATIZIT is a global player in the carbide
industry. As a leader in materials technology, CERATIZIT continuously
invests in research and development and holds over 1,000 patents.
Innovative carbide solutions from CERATIZIT are used in mechanical
engineering and tool construction and many other industries including the
automotive, aerospace, oil and medical sectors.
The internationally active CERATIZIT Group unites the four competence
brands Cutting Solutions by CERATIZIT, Hard Material Solutions by
CERATIZIT, Tool Solutions by CERATIZIT and Toolmaker Solutions by
CERATIZIT. The carbide expert also includes the subsidiaries WNT and
CB-CERATIZIT, as well as the tool manufacturers Günther Wirth,
PROMAX Tools, Klenk, Cobra Carbide India, Becker Diamantwerkzeuge,
Best Carbide Cutting Tools and KOMET.

Cutting Solutions by CERATIZIT - your creative partner for competent
dialogue
Cutting Solutions by CERATIZIT is the competence brand of choice for
innovative tooling solutions in the cutting tools sector. Under this name the
CERATIZIT group offers a complete range of premium standard products
such as inserts and solid carbide tools. As a creative partner CERATIZIT
also works closely together with its customers to develop individual or
industry-specific cutting solutions, for example in the automotive industry
and in the energy and transport sectors. With this aim in view, the
CERATIZIT group manages and controls the entire process chain of
carbide production, from the raw material to the finished product. When
marketing the brand, the company relies on a worldwide network of highly
competent commercial partners.
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